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HnxQUARTrnS, 
WEATHER REPORTING m.JNEm, Provisional 

APO 187, c/o Postmaster 
San Francisco, California ” 

27 MAR 1954 

SUBJECT: Rongerik Incident 

TO: Commander 
Test Services Unit, Provisional 
APO 187 

1nclosed.i~ a report of personnel of this element on events which 

occurred 1 &rch 1954 through 3 Ehrch.1954 concerning radioactive 

contamination of personnel at Eniwetak Island, Rongerik Atoll, M.I. 

3 In&s: . 
1. &Rept (Rongerik Incident) 

by Maj Robinson (3Copies) c 
&jor, USAF 
Commander 

2. Ltz fr Lt McDaniel to 
Maj Robinson, Subj: Evac of 
Rongerik Pers (3 Copies) 

3. Extract fr WOJG Kapral's 
Diary (3 Copies) 



I had no indications of anybut usual operations from any of my detach- 

ments. 1Jeather reports were coming a little late but considered excellent 

under the conditions. Example: Rongerik - _ . 1 hour late, Ponape - 42 minutes, 

Kusaie - 1:05 late and E&juro - 11 minutes late. 

About 2300 that night I received a message from'my detachment at 

Rongerik D'IG 0103OOZ as follows: "FOR JTF SEVEN ENIWETOK SMCLN PASS 'IO MR. , 

BRESLIN PD AUTO NONITOR PRESENT RZADINi IS ONE ZERO ZEE$G PLUS REPEAT ONE 

ZERO ZERO PLUS..CMA'PEI? OFF CHART AND HAS BEEN IN THIS POSITION SINCE 0250 

ZEBRA REQUEST ACKUOWLEDCE%ENT OF RECEIPT FROM BRESLIN SIGNED COMMDR", Since 

I attended a Radiological-Safety course at Keesler AFB in February - March 

1949, I realized that serious fall-out might have occured. 'I awakened Col. 

Hammond, Test Services Unit Commander, whose quarters are in the next room 

to mine, and explained the possibilities. The communications center personnel 

had explained that they were unable to contact Mr. Breslin at Parry Island 

and had called me since they were unable to obtain the desired acknowledgement 

of the message. Since I did not know the relationship of the monitor reading 
_ 

to the radiation value (Roentgens) I could not evaluate the seriousness of 
. 

the situation. However, to preclude any serious effects and to minimize the 

danger of exposure, I prepared a message to WOJG Kapral, my Officer in Charge 
I 

at Rongerik as follows: "CEASE ALL OPERATIONS I&ED AND ALL P&S mXtN 

INSIDE METAL BUILDINGS UNTIL FURTHER NOTICE PD'MAINTAIN ROTATING SHIFT 

RADIO COMMUNICATIONS WITH 1IXX FOR FURTHER INSIRUCTIONS PD ROBINSON SENDS", 

Major kbntgomer, Executive for Test Services Unit was awakened and sent to 

the communi cations center to send out the message and wait there for further 

instructions from Col. Hammond. In the.meantime we had called Col. Crosby 



Support Group, all concerned with radiological safety, and asked them to 

come over to my quarters for a conference. They arrived about the time . 

%jor Lbntgomery departed for the communi cations center. I also called ’ 

Col. 14iller 

definite on 

Breslin was 

of Task Group '7.1 to see if we could learn anything more 

the seriousness of the situation. He informed me that EIr. 

aboard the USS Estes and could not be contacted immediately. I 
. 

requested that he make further efforts.to evaluate the situation and let me 

kIloW. Col. Hammond phoned Ikjor &iontgomery and asked him to relay the infor- 

1 
mation in the original TWX to the USS Estes and this was accomplished. Since 

. 

I had a weather island resupply fUght going to Rongerik the next morning, I 

requested that a monitor be sent along with the flight to Rongerik. All 

. agreed that this could and should be done and Captain Christenson said he 
. 

would furnish one. Col. l4iller called back and was unable to furnish 

additional information except that he believed the auto-monitor to be able 

1 

I 

to record a m&mum on the order of 

discussing the situation at length, 
. 

certain that the information was in 

one hundred milli-roentgens. After 

we all agreed that since we were now 

the hands of the radiological safety .-- 

people on the USS Estes, a monitor would go into Rongerik the next day, and 

since my people were under cover, we had accomplished all we could-possibly 

do that night. lt was now about 0200. All departed and I remained up to 

take care of details concerning the monitor going by YZTS to Kwajalein. 
. 

. About 0220, Captain Christenson returned to my room and said that he would . 

go- , However, he was PCS at Eniwetok and had no orders. We contacted the 

MATS Terminal people and found he had to be there before 0300 for departure. 

To expedite matters I decided to cut orders myself. This.was done at 



’ 

Captain Christenson's office while he was obtaining his gear for the trip. 

Concerned with only the short time avsilable to get Captain Christenson off 

I neglected to contact Col. Starkey, Conanander, Test Support Unit. I saw 

him the next day and apologized for the oversight. However, Captain 

Christenson did get aboard the aircraft and arrived in plenty of time to go 

on our resupply flight. I returned to my quarters and went to bed it now 

being about 0330. 

.The next day about noon I 

evacuated but exact details of 

heard rumors that Rongerik was being 

this should be prepared by others since I do 

not have any definite information on it. I did coordinate with Test Services 

Unit and Task Group '7.4 personnel on and prepare the message sent to Comdr 

NAVSTA KVAJ requesting evacuation of personnel from iongerik but understand 

that evacuation was already in process prior to the message reaching Kwajelein. 

. The next day Col. Hammond/at my request and upon coordination with Task 

__ 
Group 7.4.sYranged foe a CS4'7 flight% Kwajaleinand return for Major 

Langford, Task Group 7.4 Flight Surgeon, and I. At Kwajslein, %jor Langford 

-talked to the Navy Flight Surgeon who had been in charge of our Rongerik 

evacuated personnel and obtained radioactivity information pertaining to them. 

I talked to the personnel. 

Captain Christenson and Lt. XcJJaniel, from my headquarters, and Naval 

authorities had all indoctrinated my men on security precautions to be 

adhered to. In-addition I gave orders that no one evacuated from Rongerik 

would talk to anyone concerning the incident or conditions.at Rongerik regard- 

less of rank, without express permission from Kr. Kapral. Mr. Kapral in turn 

would not give his permission without egress orders from Captain Zacheo, 



JW SEVEN Liasion Officer at Kwajalein. I discussed this at some length 

with Captain Zacheo and was satisfied that the security of the situation 

was well in hand. 

1.b men were not alarmed by their situation and were enjoying their rest. 

I found that upon arrival of our men at Kwajalein, a decontamination 

center had been imclediately established and sll personnel carefully 

monitored for radioactivity. Decontamination by numerous shower rinses 

had been effected and new clother issued from the IJava stores. Cur people 

were segregated and placed in quarters with proper radiological safety 

precaution signs. I believe the Commander of Naval Station at Kwajalein 

accomplished most effective emergency measures. In behalf of my personnel, 

I am most appreciative of this action. 

I made a copy of Er. Kapral's diary for the period which is inclosed. 

I also asked Lt. McDaniel to prepare a summary of the situation 

_. 
siw it during theperiod. He was at Kwajalein and went on the first 

to Rongerik. A copy of this will be forwarded as soon as possible. 

as he 

flight - 

Lt. 

~!cDaniel is at present on a monitoring and equipment check assignment at 

Rongerik. . 

k lajor, USAF 
Commander, Wea. Rept. -8 *ov. 



UEXTHER REPORTING EIJD5GT, PROVISIONAL 
APO 187, c/o Postmaster 
San Francisco, California 

SUBJECT: Evacuation of Rongerik Personnel 

TO: Commander 
Weather Reporting Element, fiov. 
APO 187 

1. The following paragraphs contain a brief summary of events that 
I have knowledge of relative to evacuation of personnel on Rongerik Atoll. 

2. I departed Eniwetok on 28 February by military aircraft and 
_ arrived at Kwajalein same date. 

3. On l.E%arch I made plans with Commander &Daniel, Air Department 
Officer, Kwajalein NAS for visits to the weather islands including a visit 
to Rongerik on 2 Narch. 

4. On 2 March I was awakened by my alarm clock at 0530 hours. When 
I left my room in the Air Force BN to proceed to the latrine I saw Lt Co1 

-.- Disana and Captain Christensen approaching the latrine. Captain Christensen - 
stated that he had come to Kwajalein to accompany me to Rongerik to make 
a survey of the conditions on the atoll. Up until this time I. was not aware 
.of certain events that had occurred at Rongerik during the preceding a 
hours. 

5. After a short discussion of the matter at the BOQ we proceeded to 
the MATS Terminal for breakfast. After eating breakfast we loaded all supplies 
consigned to Rongerik on the UF-1 Seaplane. Captain Christensen issued a 

e film badge to each individual going on the trip to Rongerik. Ye got aboard 
the aircraft and departed at 0800 arriving over Rongerik Atoll approtiately 
0930. Captain Christensen had the pilot of the aircraft fly at various 
altitudes to enable him to record readings prior to landing and going ashore 
on Eniwetak Island. The readings on his instruments indicated that the atoll 
had experienced events that had not been anticipated. He tried to contact 
Eniwetok Atoll by aircraft radio but was unable to do same. He then contacted 
Kwajalein and requested that a message relative to conditions at Rongerik 
be relayed to Eniwetok. After flying around the atoll for approtiately 2 
hours, we landed in the lagoon at 1130 hours. Captain Christensen stated 
he would go ashore on Eniwetak Island to make a general survey of all areas. 
Upon going ashore he immediately began t&king readings with his instrument in 
the Air Force living area. The survey results indicated events had occurred 
that made it imperative that all personnel be evacuated as soon as possible. 



uac,osntied 

DOD D\R 5200.\0 

t/REP, Subj: Evacuation of Rongerik Pers" 

6, Captain Christenson had WIG Kapral select 8 men to depart on the 
return flight to Kwajalein. We departed from the Rongerik lagoon at 1230 
hours and arrived at Kwajalein at l&O hours. 

7. Upon my arrival at Kwajalein, Admiral Clarke, Commander McDaniel, 
Captain Zackeo and many other people met the aircraft. A general dis- 
cussion took place relative to evacuation of 20 personnel still on Rong- 
erik. After several minutes had elapsed, I requested of Admiral Clarke 
that he send an aircraft to Rongerik to airlift the remaining personnel. 
The pilot of the aircraft stated that he would return and airlift the 
20 remaining personnel after he had time to get a brief lunch. Admiral 
Clarke concurred in this procedure and the aircraft departed at approld- 
mately 1500 hours for Rongerik. ThS 20 personnel arrived at Kwajalein 
at approximately 1830 hours. 

8. All personnel that were stationed on Rongerik and all passengers 
that went to Rongerik on the first flight had to be processed through the 
decontamination center at Kwajalein. Upon completion of same, personnel 
were then taken to the base hospital for a blood count test. 

9. After.completion of the blood count test, all enlisted person- 
nelyere assigned to Building ll50 for quarters pending further medical 
observation. The officer personnel were assigned quarters in Building 
1UJ pending further observation. 

10. At approximately 1500 hours, 3 March, Major Langford and %jor 
Robinson-arrived from Eniwetok. NajorIangford proceeded to the base 
hospital and held a conference with the base surgeon, Commander Hall. 
After completion of same, Major Langford gave a short briefing to all 
Rongerik personnel relative to their welfare. 

Ii. T w Neal and I were released from further medical observation 
so tie departed at 1930 hours by aircraft for Eniwetok Atoll. All other 
personnel were retained at Kwajalein for further medical observation. 

Declassified 
DOD DIR 5200.10 



ExtractfiomWOJQ Kopral*a piary 

lMar54~%ldayr 
-. __ _ 

Had a restful sleep, ear condition seemingly better, AtO6&L, the 

western sEpr was brilliantly ill-ted, almost requiring shading of the 

eyes, Illumination lasted for 55-60 seconds before it returned to normal, 

The top of the mushroom cloud was seen. About 11 minutes later the sound 

csme through, rattling the buildings. The timeittookthe soundto 

reach here indicates the flash was about 136 miles a,wy. The radioiogi- 

cd. wauto monitor" indicated its maximum reading at l&OL and stayed 

there to midnight end of the day, Hq WREP was notified at15COL and first 

snswer was received at 233OL, i "Conditions beyond our control, no reply 

expected before tomorrows". Norm& operatinguntilmidni~t~ 

2Mer 54-Tuesday: 

Auto Monitor atmsxfrommidnight. Second message received at 003OL.d 

"C&se all operations immediately and aII 

buiIdings until further notice; Maintain 

tionswith UR for further instructions~h 

personnel remain inside metal. 

rotatingshiftradiocommunica- 

AtO73OL monitor still at max 

personnel had been exposed to ,I m for 18 hours &Project total is 39 

hours; At1000 received= that a PM was enroute to 1cRI; and due in at 

1037L. Arrived at1030L &landed at ll3OL after cruising around. Capt 

Chrestenson, rad-safe off ordered evacuation of all; personnel after coming 

ashore and taking readings in living area. 8 men in alphabetic&L order 

were taken off at I25oL, Same A/C returned atl7l.s and removed the rest . 

of the detachment @Omen) took off at18OQL. Monitor stayedat- 

until removedfromoperat17OOL/2ndMar~ 



SUBJECTt Is’land Evacuation 

TO W3X¶ IT KU CONCERNt 

The first I kneu about the outer pcrimter radiological situation 

use when I received a ThX at Xl43 on I#1 from Navy Afrcraft #?l902, which 

inquired IfRcngerik Island ahouldbs evacuatedandrequesting Immediate 

answer. f qmried wrious sources and discovered that Captain Chrestenaen 

had gone to Rongerik the previous night to investigate reported fall out 

I bm?+te1y 

him What 8CtiOII k3 

notifFed Lt Co1 Richard House, JTF 7 of 

woutdl5ketot8ke. fie said that there 

evacuate as far as be was concerned, because hs was of the 

the TJXalrd asked 

'was no reason to 

opinionthattbey 

should be reading about 3001n of Gama shine andtis muld disappear ina 
< 

aouple of hours. On the basis of this conversation 

Nl902 not to evacuate RongerJk. 

Almost immdlately I received a n~ssage saybg 

SO M at 250 ft, aad I sent a crjssaee tick at 1126 

I sent a Tm infonaing 

that the radiation was 

D/1 telling then tc 

disregard 19y message to not evaclnte and requested tbs m.diolo&al aituatiol 

At X.200 I received a TWX stating emrgeucy imperative that we furnish 

PENtoevacuate RAM, andt.hat'IJFaiYcraft waa evacuating 8personneland 

20 mm still remained to b evacuated. Finally after many attempts to get 

h.fo&tlo~, 1 rewired a TKX st8ting thst the readings were 3r2R at 1 inch 

and 011 this advise I consulted with Colonel Houghton, TG 7.4 as tc what sot5 
-. 



ho thought wan required. It was agreed to evacuate immediately arri e 

TWX uaa ecrnt to COMNAVSTA Kwajalein at l&$5 I+& requesting tl4.r assistant23 

ln the removal of personnel f'rom Rongcrik as soon as possible, 

JANE3 E, CIIOSBY, JR. 
Lt Colonel, USAF 

, 

-- _ ._--- 



-T+SK ‘GROUP 7.4 PROYISIONAi 
APO 187, C/O POSTMASTER 

SAN FRANCISCO, CALJFORNIA 

SUDJECT: Island Evacuation 

3, - 70 
To WHOM IT KAY CONCERN: 

During the week of 15 February to 18 February 1954, I was asked by 

pec\assified 

DOD DIR 5200*l” 

Lt McDaniel, Deputy Commander for WEEP, what provisions should be made for 

Rad Safe services to the people on the various weather islands. I was uu- 

able to give him a positive answer, and told him I would have to make further 

inquiries. Colonel Houghton suggested I call Colonel House who would be able 

to give me‘JTF 7's opinion. 

During telephone conversation with Colonel House on about 19 February, 

he said that nothing need be done about any 
, 

and that in his op&ion, adequate dosimetzy 

- --- -----Rongerf~If-half -a-dozen-or so-film badges 

of the islands except Rongerik, 

measures would be taken on 

were exposed during each shot 

I 

1 

. 

, 

L 

and for the day after the shot. He suggested that these badges be exposed 

in the living and working areas, and on one man in each representative group 

of individuals. He also suggested that a T-lD or similiar survey instrument 

be in place on each of the islands as organizational equipment and that in- 
. . 

dividuals in each detachment use the instrument on shot and subsequent days 

to check for fall out. 
'.. 

, 

I did not comply with the latter suggestion for three (3) reasons: 

1. There are not enough survey instruments in' our organization that we could 

spare four on's loan basisIfor:.any but urgent needs, and I did not consider 

'this an urgent need. 2. If instruments had been available, q work-load 

would not have permitted.me to make a trip to each of islands to tr&.in- 

dividuals in theproper use and maintenance of survey instruments. .' 

Declassified 

DOD DIR 5200.l9 _~_ . - 

Declassified 

- DOD DIR 5200.10 * .- 
-- 
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I : 
! 

. 

3. 1 was informed that the Mew York office (7) already had auto recording 

instruments in place which would serve the same purpose inasmuch as the 
i3celleh 

weather people had been briefed to notify Mr.3- or one of his assistants 
\ 

whenever this particular instrument recorded 100 mr/h.r which would be nearly 

off scale. 

In accordance with Colonel House's suggestions regarding film badges, I 

sent 12 badges to Rongerik on 25 February, with instructions for their storage 

and use. Mr &pal has assured me that my instructions were followed, in that 

6 badges.were exposed during and after the first shot, and the other 6 left 

in storage for the second shot in case resupply of the island were delayed 

for any reason. 

At about 2330, 1 March, Major Robinson, WREP, received an info copy of 

a message addressed to CSTF 7 from Rongerik to the effect that the auto 

monitoring Lnstrument was reading "100 plus" and had gone off scale at 02502, 

and was still off scale. Inquiries made here and at Elmer failed to establish 
. 

__- the exact-nature of-the-auto monitoring instnmnent; thus it could not be 4 

established what exactly was meant by "100 plus", After conference between 

Colonel Houghton, Colonel Hammond, Colonel Watkins, Major Robinson and myself 

it was decided that we should take advantage of a scheduled MATS flight to 

Kwajalein and send a monitor - myself - on that flight to meet the regular 

weather island service flight departing Kvajalein on Tuesday (2 Mar) morning 

at 0830. 

Upon &rival over Rongerik at about 0945, I requested the pilot to fly 

the length of the island at about 500* altitude. During this pass the average 

reading of 4 T-lR instruments was 200 ~&b. Another pass across the island 

and at the same height gave the ssme reading. We circled the entire Atoll at 

500' altitude and instrument readings were the same over each i&t. 



._ _-. 

) 
Upon return to Rongerik island. Ve made another pass at 250' during which 

' instnunents recorded activity of 340 mr/hr. 

mio reception was poor at this low altitude SO we climbed t0 !5000' 

insn attern'pt to establish contact with Fred tower or the USS Estes, direct. 

Neither attempt was successful, so further radio messages uere relayed through 

Captain Hughes at Kwajslein. I was primarily concerned in getting an additior! 

airplane - either a PBK or sn SA-16 - in order to get the people off the islaa 

as quickly as possible. After about 30 minutes of intermittent and frequently 

garbled radio messages, I requested the pilot to return to Rongerik Island 

and prepare to evacuate as many as possible in our own aircraft, realizing 

that if other planes were not available, 

trips. Since it was already approaching 

trip 

from 

tion 

over with as quickly as possible in 

the Navy UF would have to make two 

noon, this entailed getting the first 

order to avoid an after dark take off 

the lagoon with the last load of evacuees. 
? 

While making our descent, the pilot received a message requesting infor& - ._: . 

on the radiological situation. I asked him to reply that the only readin 

1 M was 340 mr/hr at 250' altitude over the island. This message was @;arble 

during transmission and was apparently received at TG 7.4 as “340 MR at 250'" 

which meant little or nothing. 

At 1130 I landed on the island, and, after making a few readings at varier 

places within the living areas, I briefed the men on what I knew of the 

situation and what was being done for them. It is appropriate here to remark 

that I consider the group to be sn extremely well-disciplined one. There was 

no panic, nor apparent dismay, and all of the men were willing to do whatever 

was necessary to secure the island before evacuation and to do it in a much 

more cheerful than I expected. Commendation is due sli of the men with special 

mention of &. Kapral and M/Sgt Pletsch'for excellent leadership. 



The following is 8 list of the various readings I obtained and 

locations at which theg were taken3 

Inside building where the men spent most of their time - 0.6R. 

(This reading is low because the building was hosed down thoroughly 

in the morning) 

earls 

Outside the same building - waist height - l.SR.. 

(This reading taken on the PSP platform in front of the building) 

the 

Beside the same building - sand surface - 2.4% 

Surface of a bed in a living tent - 1.2% 

Al.1 readings taken - and there were not as many as I should have taken 

fell along the same values. 

Mr Kaprsl had decided to evacuate his people in alphabetical order - 

making it as impersonal as possible. As soon as all excess baggage had been 

cleared from the plane to the shore, the first 8 men were loaded aboard the 

UF'and taken to Kwajalein. 

As we departed the pilot informed me that he had received a request 

for further definition of the radiological situation. Unaware of the fact 

that & original message had been garbled, I Eoncluded ttit someone was making 

the request who was unfsmiliar with radiological 

instructed the pilot to say that I was getting a 

I wished to make it as impressive as possible in 

as possible. This was an error on rqy part. 

procedures. Therefore, I 

reading of 3.2R at l", since 

order to get action as quickly 

However, the evacuation proceeded, unfortunately we heard on the way to 

Kwajalein that additional planes were not available, which meant that the 20 

pe‘ople remaining on Rongerik would not be moved as soon as I bad given them 

to believe. Actually, the first group arrived at Kwajalein at about 1400; end 

the last group shortly after 1900. I requested that VP29 be alerted for our 



decontamination center. We 
, 

were met by monitors who handled sll the ground 

procedures quite adequately. 

The final message I sent was sn urgent recommendation,that,Rongelap 

be surveyed as soon as possible with the expectation that any habitants 

dd very likely be subjected to the same degree of fall out that had 

occurred at Rongerik. . This recommendatibn met with approval by CTG 7.4, 

LOUIS B. CHRFZXENSEN 
Captain, USAF 

. 

pe&nsified 
DOD DIR 5200.10 



B/L fr HqsWREP,APO187, 
Incident, dtd 27 Mar 54 

1st Ind 

H%DQUARTERS, TEST SElWICJZS UNIT, HOVISIONAL, APO 187, c/o Posbaster, 
San Francisco, California 30 MAR 1954 
TO: Commander, Task Group 7.4, Provision& APO 187, c/o.Posbster, 

San Francisco, California I 

Forwarded for your information. 

FOit THE COM4ANDEB: / 

3 Inch: 
1. (1 cy w/d, 
2. (1 cy w/d) 
3. (1 cy w/d) 

. 3 -3 a4YJc 



d r: cL ,‘/ 
BEADQUARTE3 

TASK CdiOUP 7.4, PROVISIONAL - I APo187, c/o Postmlster . 
San Francisco, California ,- 

Tm3?0 l4 April 1954 

SUBJECT : Evacuation of Rongerik After Shot BRAVO, Operation CASTLE 

1. TwenQ-four (24) airmen and one (1) Warrant Officer of the 
Weather Reporting Element (Provisional), Task Croup 7.4 were assigned 
to operate a weather station for JTF SEVEN on Rongerik Atoll, Marshall * 
Islands. In addition t-his detachment operated a recording radiation 
rate Eter for the New York Operations Office, AEC. T'he purpose of the 

device was to masure and record any radioactive fall-out which might 
occur after an 'gtomic detonation on either Eniwetok or Bikini Atolls 
during Operation CASTLE. This radiac station was one of several situated 
in the Pacific Ocean area as part of's general fall-out study. The 
instrument was capable of detecting a maximum activity of 100 mr/hr. 
Above that figure the instrument was inoperable. Mr M. R. Breslin, JTF 
SEVEN was tbe local representative of the New York Operations Office, 
AEC. 

2. Three (3) Army enlisted mn assigned to Task Croup 7.1 were 
stationed on Rongerik to operate an Ionosphere measurement station for 
Project 6.6. These personnel shared rmssing and housing facilities with 0 
the Task Group 7.4 detachment. 82 

Shot ERAVO was fired on 1 Mrch 1954 at approximately 0640 
2% 

3. "s, 
corner of Bikini 

ZT 

miles from Rongerik g" 
B 

local time on CHARLIE Island located in the northwest 
I&011. The ZERO point was approximately 130 nautical 
Atoll. r 

4. The following is a chronological sequence of 
sions leading up to and through the evacuation of the 
Rongerik Atoll on 2 karch 1954: 

messages an3 deci- 
personnel on 

a. Hessage No. 1:' From Weather Detachment at Rongerik to JTF 
SEVEN, 1500, 1 &rch 1954 .- llAttention I& Breslin, Info Commander, Weather 
Reporting Element, Provisional. CR 12 MIKE over 100 CHARLIE - Cver 100." 

Above message received AACS Communications Center, Eniwetok 
at 1543, 1 &rch, and delivered to US Army Co mmunications Center, Eniwetok 
at 1547 (local tiE) for transmission to JTF SEVEN. Bec&e the "Info ’ * 

Commmder WREP CR Wt was in the body of th 
Test Services Unit, TG 7.4, was not inform 

r Element 1 



. 

b. lbssaae No. 2: From Weather Detjchment, Rongerik, to JTF 
SEVEN, 2015, 1 March - "For JTF SEVEN Eniwetok. Pass to Fr Breslin. 
Auto &onitor present reading is 100 plus repeat present reading is 100 
plus, pen off chart and has been in this position since 02502. Request 
acknowledgemnt of receipt from Breslin. Signed Commander." 

Above message was received 2040 (local i&m) by ASCS, 
Eniwetok and delivered to Army Communications Center, Eniwetok.:for 
further transmission to JTF SEVEN at 2050. Major Fellie F. Robinson, 
Ueather Reporting Element, 
AACS at 2049 (local time). 

Task Group 7.4 was read the message by the 
The message was discussed with Colonel M. B. 

Hammond, Comzmnder Test Services Unit, TG 7.4. It was decided to obtain 
more information before any action should be taken. An attempt was made 
to locate Mr Breslin of the NYCO, AEC, on Parry Island to determine the 
BanFng of "100 p1lJ.s". He was not on the island but Colonel Dave Miller 
TG 7.1 stated that the top range of the instrument was 100 mr/hr. It 
was then decided to call on other Task Group personnel to assist in 
evaluating the problem and determine the correct course of action. How- 
ever, it was considered advisable to send message No. 2 to Rongerik as a 
precautionary measure - *Worn Weather Reporting Element, to Rongerti, 0015 
2 &rch 1954: 'Cease all operations immediately alld all personnel remain 
inside netal. buildings until further notice. Maintain rotating shift 
radio communications with one DR for further instructions. Robinson setis.'" 

C. At approximately 2300 Colonel K, H. Houghton, Technical. 
Advisor, TG 7.4, was called by Lt Colonel Watkins and requested that he 
attend a meting to consider the radiation conditions at Rongerik. At --- ~~ 
approximately 2330 a meeting was held at Lt Colonel Hammond's quarters. 
In attendance were Lt Colonel Hammond, Colonel Houghton, Lt Colonel James 
Watkins (Commander, Test Aircraft Unit), Major Robinson and Captain 
Chrestensen, R&-Safe Officer, Test Support Unit, TG 7.4. Responsibilit%s 
for the down cloud area monitoring and the Rad-Safe instrumentation avail- 
able at Rongerik was discussed. It.was determined that Task Group 7.4 
should take steps to determine for themselves what the true radiological 
situation was at Rongerik and not wait for JTF SEVEN notification. It 
was deeilled undesirable to attempt to get a water landing aircraft into 
Rongerik before daylight (approximately 07OOM, 2 March 1954). If a PBM 
or SA-16 aircraft were sent direct to Rongerik from Eniwetok an advantage 
of only l* hours would be gained over utilizing the regular KwajaleIn- 
Rongerik resupply run that was scheduled for 0800 M on the morning of 
2 March. A MATS aircraft was leaving at 0300M on 2 March for Kwajalein 
from Eniwetok and it was decided to send Captain Chrestenson as a rad- 
monitor on that aircraft and have him pick up the regular Rongerti run 
at that station. 

d. Captain Chrestensen departed Kwajalein by Navy SA-16 at 0830, 
2 E&rch and arrived over Rongerik at 0945. The aircraftdid not land 
immediately but made passes over the island at 500 ft altitude. The 
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average reading on the 4%B radiac_ instruments were 200 mr/hr. Another 
pass at 250 ft altitude was 340 mr/hr. The aircraft climbed to 5000 ft 
to attempt direct radio communication with the USS Estes or Eniwetok. 
Transmissions were garbled and intermittent. The following message 
(message #4), however, was received by the AOC, kiwetok, at 1043, 2 
March from Navy aircraft #1902 "Should Rongerik Island be evacuated at 
once. Request immediate answer". The message as received did not make 
much sense but Lt Colonel Crosby, TG 7.4 Operations, queried Lt Colonel 
Richard House, Rad-Safe Officer, JTF SEVEN. House's information based 
on shipboard contamination (USS E&es-USS Bairoke) in the target area 
and fall-out prediction indicated that Rongerik should be in the same 
contamination level as the ship or appron'tely 300 mr/hr. The effect 
should be transient end disappear in a few hours. He counseled no 
evacuation. Crosby then sent a message to Navy sircraft 1902 informing 
them not to evacuate Rongerik. This message was sent to Navy aircraft 
1902 at lll7M on 2 March 1954 (Message #5). 

3. The request from Crosby was received by 'avy 1902 and 
Chrestensen sent back that his only radiological reading was "340 mr/hr 
at 250 ft altitude." This message was received at TC 7.4 as "34C mr/hr 
at 250 ft. This was discussed by Crosby and Houghton and Chrestensen 
was informed at 1126, Dfl, to disregard message to not evacuate and again 
requested the radiological situation in more detail (Message #6). 

f. Chrestensen finally landed at 1130, 2 March, and made a quick 
rad survey of the island and work spaces. It uas as follows: 

Inside buildings 0.6 r/hr 
Outside buildings 1.8 r/hr (waist height) 
Outside buildings 2.4 r/hr (sand surface) 
Surface of one bed in 
tent 1.2 r/b 
One inch fromground 
surface 312 rh 

Kwajalein? 
Eight (8) men was loaded on the Navy aircraft and started for 

As the aircraft departed Chrestensen was informed by the pilot 
that additional information on the rad situation was requested by TC '7.4. 
A reading of 3.2 r/hr at one inch was sent (not received). At 1125 Crosby 
received a TtJx stating that the Navy aircraft had taken off eight (8) 
personnel. (Message #7 & 8). 

h. At I.439 a classified message was received from JTF SEVEN LNO 
at Kwajalein stating "Upon advise of Captain Chrestensen, Adm Clerk is 
returning 882118 aircraft to Rongerik to evacuate remaining personnel - 
Hughes sends." At l&+0 a confidential message was received from JTF SEVEN 
LNO Kwajslein addressed to JTF SEVEN Eniwetok and TC 7.4 Eniwetokz "Per 
Crosby's request following submitted. Captain Hughes was requested to 
assist by Adm Clarke. Following is summary. Navy 1902 W-1 with Chrestensen 



' on beard requested imperative they have frequencies of USS Estes. They 
were unable to contact on 126.18. Navy 1902 queried should Rongerik be evac- 
uated at once. Navy 1902 then requested PBM for evacuation and stated 
they were going in to pick up eight (8) persons. Chrestenson advised that 
readings at one inch 3.2 r. Navy 1902 landed 1%9M, 8 people have &en 
evacuated. Twenty people still to be evacuated. Chrestenson insists 
rezining personnel must be evacuated immediately. Hughes sends.1t 

i. On the basis of the above TWX Crosby and Houghton ordered 
immediate evacuation and a TWX was sent to Commander, Naval Air Station, 
Kwajalein at l&5, D#, requesting their assistance in the removal of 
personnel from Rongerik as soon as possible. 

j. Chrestensen arrived at Kwajalein with the eight (8) evacuees 
at about L$OO and the last 20 evacuees arrived about 1900, 2 khrch. 
Shortly after arrival, Chrestenson sent via JTF SEVEN LNO, Kwajalein, to 
CTG 7.4, info to JTF SEVEN, the following message: t'Suggest immediate 
survey of inhabited islands of Rongelap. High possibility exists t&t 
imzdiate steps must be taken to evacuate natives. Signed Chrestenson." 

k. Upon their arrival to Kwajalein, the evacuees were decontam- 
inated and placed under care of the Station I%dical Officer. 

. 

1 Incl: 
Msg list. cl/' Colonel, USAF (K) 

Technical Advisor to the 
Commander 

cc: Co1 Houghton 
cc: Co1 Crosby 
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Ksg #1 

Itsg #3 

w! #5 

CEASE ALL OPR Ib~ED AND ALL PERS REMAIN INSIDE WTAL BIx;S UWIL FURTHEiR 
NOTICE PD ?SAIIJTAIN ROTATING SHIFT PLADIO CO134 :?ITH 1 DR FCR FURTHER INSTR 
PD ROBIiGSOiJ SENDS 12202 

o=a32 
n4AF1902 
TO: DIRTY FACE 
SHOULD ROIJC;ERIK ISI;AND BE EVACUATED AT ONCE X REQ IllbED ANS REC 22&z 

0123172 
FM AGD20 
TO AF1902 
IN REGARDS TO YOUR EESSAGE NEG EVAC 23172 

YY 0123262 
m4AGC20 
TO At'1902 
INFOR u]R4 

010315z c 
Fx lDR4 
TO: I_DP-CJTF-7 . 

ATTIJ 1.R A BRESLIkT IX'?0 COb~R tmP CR12 
;g-J(E OvyJR ONE ZERO ZERO EASY-OVER om ZERO ZERO CHARLIE-OVER Om ZERO ZERO 
Rs 03432 

Fm CJ-TF SEmN ENIVETOK SI-CLN TASS TO I43 BRESLIN X AH TO MX?ITOR ?RESENT 
F&'$'jING IS OlE ZERO PLUS REPEAT FFZSEXT R23.DING IS ti4E ZERO PLUS WA PEN OFF 
c&t&T AI;ID HAS EmN IU THIS PaSITIOi\J SIkJCE 0250 ZEB?A X REQ ADKNOIJLEDGEMNT 
OF RECEIPT FRO&f BRESLING SIGRED COmR REC 08532 

oll2102 
FMIDR 
TO lDR$ 

DISREGARD MY WG TO NOT EVAcmTE X REQ RADIOmGICAL SITUATION m*jEDumLY X 
COL CROSBY R.F.C 23322 

\ 
0123222 
FROM AGC2 
TOAGD20 

N 1902 UFl WITH CHRISTENSER ABOARD RECOmENDs EVACUATION m you m 
CONTACT 'ZdI!tH Nl902 SIGlm HUGHES REC 23302 

0123252 
m4AGC2 becfCWfied 

TO AGD20 boDD'b&Q& 

CBMSTENSENAB@RD rJF1 Nl902 NOWEVACUATING 8 SIGNED I-IUG&+S REC 23312 
DecIostified 
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